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1
Introduction
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This report is one of the deliverables of Work Package 5
of the Renew School project, an interdisciplinary research
project on renovation of school buildings in the EU with
prefabricated modular structures, supported by E.A.S.M.E
the European Commission’s Executive Agency for Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises.

The users were explicitly involved because we wanted
to assess their perception of the indoor air quality of the
schools they are attending right now and – within their
means of understanding – their perception of the outcome of a “Renew School type of modular renovation” for
their school or schools in general.

Work Package 5 aimed at conducting a first exploratory
market research to more clearly define the opportunities
and challenges for future market uptake of this type of
renovation of school buildings within the EU.

This seemed important to us because most school buildings in the EU are either owned or are being subventioned
by public administrations (municipal, regional, national)
and for political leaders on these levels, it is very important that a planned renovation would be positively
received by the public of their constituency.

Our main research question was:
Which triggers and obstacles for market uptake of the
“Renew School method” (Renovation of School Buildings
with prefabricated modules) can be detected from the
perspective of three stakeholder groups in the renovation of school buildings: the users, the owners and the
construction and building industry.
This is the first time the opportunities and challenges for
modular retrofit of school buildings are being explored.
Our goal was to have as a result a S.W.O.T. analysis of this
method for renovation of school buildings with prefabricated (wooden or partly wooden) modules from the
perspective of the three stakeholder groups mentioned
above.

A slide presentation is available on the Renew School website: www.renew-school.eu
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2
Design of the research,
methodology and limitations
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To collect primary data we made use of in-depth interviews of a focus group (the stakeholders platform) and
on-line surveys based on an especially for this purpose
compiled video.
The questions were derived from the interviews with
several stakeholders and the scenario of the video was
written so as to be understandable for the different types
of respondents we wanted to interview and question.

2.1
The 4 specific respondent groups
Users of a school (pupil, teacher, principal, parent)
Owners of schools (including managers of technical maintenance of schools)
The industry: (architects, engineers, contractors of school
building projects)
To assure that all respondents could answer the survey
with a minimum of understanding of the presented modular retrofit technique we compiled a six minutes video
showing the building method and results of two pilot
projects.

2.2
Focus group, population, sample and
design of the questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed in two steps: the first
version was discussed during the second meeting of the
Renew School team in autumn 2014 in Norway and was
finalized before and launched during the third meeting in
spring 2015 in Austria.
Each partner country provided two representatives for a
focus group (the “stakeholder platform”). These stakeholders were where possible interviewed more in-depth
to collect more detailed insight on which questions
should be included in the questionnaire to give adequate
answers to our primary research question.
It would have been impossible to interview and survey a
representative sample of school building users, owners,
investors, architects in the EU or building and construction industry representatives, because we have no clear
view on the sizes of the different populations. Which
population should we calculate for e.g. the “users”?
Should we only question teachers and pupils? Which
pupils should we include (pre-school, primary school,
secondary school, higher education)? What about the
administrations in schools? Parents? Other users outside
of school hours?

Figure 1 – Stills from the Renew School video used for the survey

The architects of the two projects shown in the video were so kind to let us use video footage of their work: from TU
Munchen, Arch. A. Müller on the renovation of the Buchloe Realschule (D) and FHNW Schweiz, Arch. R.L. Kobler on the
renovation of the training centre in Krumbach (CH).
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Therefore the results of the interviews and the questionnaire can only be interpreted as qualitative results and
the data cannot be analyzed as being from a representative sample or as predictive for a certain population. The
results can only indicate tendencies within the groups of
respondents. One could state that up to now, the results
have “face validity”. They seem to cover what the members of our stakeholder platform considered valid questions. And the quantitative answers are supported largely
by the individual answers on the open questions in the
survey.
We can also conclude that the survey has a fair level
of content validity. Content validity requires the use of
recognized subject matter experts to evaluate whether
test items assess defined content. C. H. Lawshe (1975)
developed one widely used method of measuring content
validity. It is essentially a method for measuring agreement among raters regarding how essential a particular
item for research is. Lawshe proposed that each of the
subject matter experts (SMEs) on a panel responds to the
following question for each item: “Is the skill, or knowledge, measured by this item ‘essential,’ ‘useful, but not
essential,’ or ‘not necessary’ to the performance of the
construct?”
According to Lawshe, if more than half the SMEs indicate
that an item is essential, that item has at least some
content validity. Greater levels of content validity exist
as larger numbers of SMEs agree that a particular item
is essential. Using these assumptions, Lawshe developed
a formula termed the CVR (content validity ratio): CVR =
(ne − N/2) / (N/2) where ne = number of SME indicating
“essential”, N = total number of SME. This formula yields
values that range from +1 to -1; positive values indicate
that at least half the SMEs rated the item as essential.
The mean CVR across items may be used as an indicator
of overall test content validity. In this first stage of our
market research we did not yet have enough members in
our Stakeholder panel to calculate CVR for this questionnaire but the stakeholders and the members of the Renew
School team reviewed all questions. The Wood Industry
Cluster in Slovenia will continue to collect answers during
the coming five years so the results may in fact become
statistically more relevant in the near future so we might
be able to assess content validity if we have engaged
more stakeholders.

2.3
Collecting the data
We collected our data during interviews with stakeholders
and by use of a “Survey Gizmo” on-line questionnaire:
http://www.renew-school.eu/en/school-renovation-videos-surveys/
The questionnaire was published in 10 languages on
the Renew School Website in March 2015 together with
the video, subtitled in 10 languages. To prevent gaps in
meaning we asked native speakers of all project partners
to translate the subtitles in their own language.
The project partners in each participating country were
asked to find about 30 respondents in total per language
group, divided over the different respondent groups.
This was repeated three times during the project with a
“first spring campaign” in June 2015, an “autumn campaign” end of 2015 and a “second spring campaign” in
spring 2016.
The overall result in November 2015 was 82 completed
surveys and 101 partially completed surveys. By the end
of May 2016, the moment when we had to decide to
calculate the results for this report, we had received a
total of 400 answers (202 completed surveys, 198 partially completed surveys of which we had to dismiss 1 with
nonsensical answers.
Many of the partially completed surveys could be used
for the report. The programme “Survey Gizmo” which
we have licensed, considers all surveys that are not
completely filled in as being partially completed, also the
ones where some of the more detailed questions were left
blank. Some of the questions were put to specific groups
of respondents, most questions however were put to all
respondents.
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2.4
Analysis of the data
Trends: half of the respondents did not answer all questions but this was mainly the case with the last series
of questions about email addresses of other people we
might send the survey to and/or putting ones name on
the list to receive the end report.
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Open-ended questions: there were many answers to several open-ended questions and out of these we gathered
a lot of information that gave more insight in the reasons
why respondents made a certain choice. We collected
over 400 individual responses on open-ended questions.
Further analysis will be done per respondent group and in
the resulting S.W.O.T. analysis at the end of the report.

3
Presentation of the findings
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3.1
The respondents

“Another European country” or “Another country outside
Europe”: 2 Canada, 1 USA, 1 Macedonia, and 1 Switzerland. Belgium is slightly over-represented, as a region
Scandinavia is represented by 55 respondents. Answers in
French are from French visitors of the website.

1. Number and age of the respondents
Complete

3. Type of respondent

1
Partial

200

185

Disqualified
197

202

150

126
100

50

Table 1 – Number of respondents

33

37

N=400
0

383

400

User of a school

Maintenance Owner or financier

Table 4 – Type of respondent

Industry

N=400

350
300
250

180

200
150

85

100

36

50
0

72

10

under 18

18-24

25-34

35-54

Table 2 – Age of the respondents

55+

Total

N=383

2. Country of origin of the respondents
99

100

80
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60
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40
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Table 3 – Country of the respondents

N=400
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For a number of questions the results for owners and
managers of school buildings (collected under the heading of ‘maintenance’) were put together to have a larger
sample. This of course not for questions that were different for the two categories. With 126 users, 70 owners
and building managers and 185 companies we should be
able to get a fair view on the average responses of each
respondent group.

3.2
The schools

2. Was your school building already renovated, and if
so, how long ago?

1. When was your school build (approximately)

Do not know

13

30

30

No

31

25

Yes

19

20

16
15

9

10

46

9
5

5

Table 6 – Was your school building already renovated? N=90
no
tk
no
w

5
20
0

Do

>

20
0
to
19
76

to
6
19
4

5

19
75

5
19
4
to
19
19

<

19
19

0

Don't know

Table 5 – Building age of school buildings N=90

6

1
> 2000

9

As was to be expected, most schools were built after the
Second World War during the “baby boom” and between
1976 and 2005.

1976 - 2000
< 1975

17

Table 7 – If renovated, do you know when? N=33

Half of the respondents indicate that their school has
not been renovated and another 15 % does not know. If
known, 2/3 rd of the renovations dates from after 2000.
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3.3
School users
1. User’s evaluation of the AIR QUALITY in the classrooms in WINTER and in SUMMER.
40
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Table 8 – Indoor air quality in SUMMER of existing school according to users in % N=126
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Table 9 - Indoor air quality in WINTER of existing school according to users in % N=126

Over 60 % of users complain about the temperature in summer in their classrooms. More than one third complains about
bad smells. In winter complaints are mainly focussed on draft, bad smells and humidity in the classroom.
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2. Users perception of I.A.Q. of Renew School renovated school buildings
After having shown the Renew-School video, we checked the perception of the users on how they thought the indoor air
quality in the renovated school buildings had changed.

50

Air temperature

40

Draft
Dryness

30

Freshness
20

Odor
10

Humidity

0
Much better

Just better

The same

Just worse

Much worse

I cannot choose

Table 10 – Perception of Users – Indoor Air Quality of Renew School renovated schools in % N=86

Although this only represents the perception of users of the effect of modular renovation of school buildings, the result
is quite convincing: on all aspects of indoor air quality users consider modular renovated schools to score much better or
better than before renovation. Almost 70 % thinks that the freshness of indoor air would be much improved. Improvement
of freshness and smell of the air in classrooms might be very convincing qualities when promoting modular renovation of
school building shells.
3. Users star ratings for different aspects of Renew School renovation
We also asked users to give minimum 1 and maximum 5 stars to the different parts of the video showing key aspects of
the modular renovation procedure and the results in the two pilot projects. The more they liked a certain aspect, the more
stars they gave.
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60

Difference between the energy use with the old buildings
Use of photovoltaics and ground heat pump
Integration of ventilation and heating in the facades
Short on site renovation during the school holidays
Passive house quality of the renovated buildings
Precision of the measurements of the old building
Different look between the old and the renovated buildings
Use of timber facade modules

Table 11 – Users’ star rating of aspects of modular renovation in % N=86

Two aspects clearly “won the affection” of the users: the short time of the on site renovation during school holidays and
the difference between energy use of the renovated buildings as compared to their original energy consumption. In combination with improved indoor air quality as shown above, these two qualities of modular renovation seem to be the most
convincing towards users.
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4. Users’ previous knowledge of modular renovation
We asked users if they knew of this way of modular prefabricated renovation before watching the video.

We received a total of 70 answers from owners and managers of school buildings: the owners are mostly municipalities and the school building managers are mainly
responsible for investments in new builds and renovations
and for technical maintenance of the building stock. We
did not receive any answers from private investors.

80

68%

70
60
50
40

3.4
School owners and
school building managers

32%

1. Type of ownership

30
20

Public investor

10
0

YES

4

NO

Table 12 Users’ previous knowledge of modular renovation in %
N=88

0

Public owner
Private owner(s)

Obviously most users are not acquainted with this type of
renovation although almost 30 % claim they did know of
the procedure. Most of these answers came from Germany, northern Italy and Sweden: countries with a culture of
building and construction in wood.
5. Users choice for Renew School renovation
Finally we asked users if - when this type of renovation
would be available in their region – they would like their
school to be renovated with such a prefabricated modular
system.

Private investor

5

11

Table 14 - Owners type N = 20

2. Size of the school building stock
20

16
15

Yes

13

No

12
10

8

7
Cannot decide

5

0

3
1 Building

2-5

6 - 20

80
Table 15 – Size of school building stock N=39

Table 13 – Users choice for Renew School renovation in % N=89

With 80 % of the ‘votes’, the overall majority expresses
the wish to have their school renovated with this type of
modular renovation providing the system would be available in their region.
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> 20

35

3. Work force

30
15

12

14

25

12

20
15

9

7
6

5

3

0

10

3

2

0

< 1919

1919 - 1945 1946 - 1975 1976 - 2005

> 2005

Table 18 - Owners: Age of buildings in % N=41
Alone

< 10 people

10 to 20

21 to 50

> 50

Table 16 – Owners & managers Size of organization N=38

4. The annual budgets for investment and maintenance
On the annual investment budget we did not receive
enough data to give an overview and the figures on budgets we received, range between 10.000 euro and more
than 40 MIO euro.
The same remark we have to make for the annual maintenance budgets.

More than half of the 96 school buildings described by
managers and owners are between 20 and over 40 years
old and only 28 (29 %) have been deeply renovated.
6. Periods of renovation of building stock
If part of their school building stock was already deeply
renovated, how many were renovated in each of the
following periods?
Deep renovation should at least have included insulation
of the building shell (roof, walls, windows) and installation of a high efficiency heating system.

5. Building periods of the school building stock they
own / maintain in %

10

10
30

8

8

7

25
6

20
15

4

10

2

3

5
0
0

> 40

20 to 40

10 to 20

< 10

< 1990

1991 & 2000

2001 - 2010

> 2010

Table 19 – Periods of renovation of building stock N=28

Table 17 – Managers: Age of buildings in % N=55

Of the 28 renovations hardly any were done before 1990.
25 % was renovated in the nineties (many buildings from
after WW-II were by then 40 years old?) and more than
half of the buildings were renovated during the last 15
years. This might indicate that renovation to higher energy standards is in a lift or at least that owners of school
buildings are considering renovation much more than
during the former decades.
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7. Perception of owners and managers on Indoor Air Quality in existing schools
Knowing their school buildings, how do they feel about the indoor air quality in their classrooms?

40
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35

Very Satisfied

30
25

Satisfied

20
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15

Dissatisfied
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Table 20 - Owners & Managers Indoor Air Quality in % N= 33

One in six of the 33 owners and managers of school building stock do not know the indoor air quality of their schools. Of
those who do, the highest percentage for all parameters but one is “neutral”. Only about the indoor air temperature more
than 35% claim to be satisfied.
8. Perception of owners and managers on energy performance in existing schools

50

Energy performance
satisfaction

40

Newly build
Renovated
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20
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Table 21 - Owners & Managers on Energy performance in existing buildings in % N=33

Although “satisfied” with the indoor air temperature, they evaluate the energy consumption of their building stock negatively, especially the (not yet) renovated buildings.
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9. Owners’ and managers’ perception I.A.Q. in RS renovated school buildings
After having shown the Renew-School video we checked the perception of Owners and Managers on possible changes of
the quality in the renovated school buildings as shown in the video.
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Table 22 - Owners perception of IAQ in renovated schools in % N=15
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Table 23 - Managers perception of IAQ in renovated schools in % N=18

About one third of the managers indicate they cannot make a choice. Asked for their reason they say that the video does
not give enough information to do so. From those owners and managers who do make a choice, both categories consider
the indoor air quality of the modularly renovated school buildings in Buchloe and Krummbach as shown in the video, to be
better or much better. The managers are less willing to give their opinion than the owners. Draft is considered less
improved than humidity, odour and freshness (oxygen in the class rooms).
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10. Possible risks for maintenance of modular renovated
buildings
Some managers express their concern about possible risks
for difficult maintenance of the ventilation ducts within
the modules. They also point out that this risk could be
prevented by providing enough access hatches for maintenance and easy to clean filters.
11. Owners’ experience with school building projects
80

13. Main obstacles and main motivators for owners without experience with modular renovation
The main obstacles for adopting modular retrofit for
school buildings:
• Unclear cost
• Not knowing the pros and cons
• Historic façade structure
• Public procurement
• Fire regulations
• Lack of experienced companies

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Very little

Little

Some

Very much

None

Modular renovation
Traditional renovation
New Builds
Table 24 - Owners experience with types of building projects in %
N=18

Clearly, among these 18 owners there is little to none
experience with modular renovation.

The main motivations for considering this renovation
procedure:
• Fast renovation
• No need to move pupils
• Energy savings
• Better and more precise planning of the renovation
project
• More cost-effective
14. Maximum amortization time considered
Which maximum amortization time in years would
owners consider acceptable for a modular renovation as
shown in the video?

60
50
40

12. Main motivators for experienced owners for the use
of modular renovation
If they had already experience with modular retrofit of
school building(s), what were their main motivations for
using this renovation procedure?
• Fastness of renovation on-site
• Better controllable on-site renovation time
• Better control on the cost of the intervention
• Not necessary to move pupils and school teams
• Our experience with this kind of renovation

30
20
10
0

< 7 years

7 to 14

15 to 22

23 to 30

31 to 38

Table 25 - Owners acceptable amortization time for RS renovation in years in % N=17

The overall majority of the replying owners consider 15
tot 22 years an acceptable period of time to amortize the
investment for a prefabricated modular renovation of
their school buildings.
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15. Possible additional investment risks
Owners’ perception of possible additional investment risks such modular renovated buildings would have compared to
traditionally renovated buildings?
• Sustainability of this technology
• Maintenance cost of the wooden facades
• Storm damage
• Durability of the renovation
16. Owners’ and Managers’ Star ratings of Renew School renovation aspects
We asked Owners and Managers to give minimum 1 and maximum 5 stars to the different parts of the video. The more
they liked a certain aspect of the renovation procedure, the more stars they gave.
60

Difference between the energy use with the old buildings

50

Use of photovoltaics and ground heat pump

40

Integration of ventilation and heating in the facades

30

Short on site renovation during the school holidays

20

Passive house quality of the renovated buildings
Precision of the measurements of the old building

10

Different look between the old and the renovated buildings

0

Use of timber facade modules

Table 26 – Owners’ and managers’ star rating of aspects of modular renovation in % N=33

All features received many stars (average of 3,6 on 5) but clearly the short time of the on-site renovation during the school
holidays was considered the most interesting aspect of the renovation with prefabricated modules. Second most appreciated was the difference between the energy consumption of the renovated buildings as compared to the energy needs in
their previously not renovated state.
17. Owners’ and Managers’ knowledge on Modular Renovation before watching the video
70 % of managers knew this way of modular prefabricated renovation before watching the video as compared to only 28%
of the owners.
80

No

70
60

Yes

50
40
30
20
10
0
Maintenance

Owners

Total

Table 27 - Owners & managers knowledge of RS method prior to video’ in % N= 44
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18. Owners’ and managers’ possible interest in using
modular retrofit in the future.
If available in their region, would managers be interested
in this modular method of renovation for their school(s),
provided that compared to a traditional renovation certain parameters would be met?

3.5
Industry (architects - engineers contractors)
1. I50represent
40

50
30

40
20

30
10

20
0

Construction
company

10

0

Much
lower

Lower

Equal

Higher

Much
Higher

The energy use would be
The building time on site would be
The architectural quality would be

Architect
bureau

Engineering
Producer
company
building material

Table 29 - Industry Type of Company N=140

Architects and engineering companies were the main
respondents of our survey.
2. How many people does your company employ?

The renovation cost would be
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When considering future use of prefabricated modular
renovation, owners and managers would agree with an
equal architectural quality. Half of them would expect /
demand a lower or much lower renovation cost but in particular (>75%) demand a shorter or much shorter on-site
building time and a high decrease in energy consumption.
These two aspects seem to be the main attractions of the
system for owners and managers.

40

Iw
or

Table 28 - Owners and managers considering modular renovation ‘if’ in % N= 35

In %

Table 30 - Industry Size of company in number and % N=132

Most are small and medium sized companies. 23 % are
larger companies with > 50 employees.
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3. Companies’ experience with school buildings:
40
35

5. Average investment cost per m2 GFA
We received 47 answers on the investment cost for the
owner of the school building(s) (without VAT) in € / m2
GFA in typical modular renovation projects.

30
35

25
20

30

15

25

10

20

5

15

Table 31 - Industry Experience with school building construction
in % N=135

Almost 65 % of the responding companies have no or very
little experience with modular renovation. Most experience is with traditional renovation and new builds.
4. If your company has experience with modular renovation projects, how many?
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Only 1

2 to 5

Companies

6 to 10

In %

Table 32 - Industry Experience with modular renovation in companies and % N=67

If any experience with modular renovation is available,
the overall majority (+/- 70 %) only had experience with
one such project.

€

€
>

30
0

0

0

€

25
00
-3
00

025
00

50
0
<

New build

0

0

20
0

Traditional renovation

€

5

€

Modular renovation

€

10

15
00
-2
00

None

€

Very Much

015
00

Some

0

Little

10
0

Very little

50
010
0

0

Table 33 – Industry Price range in €/m2 GFA without VAT in %
N=47

Of the 47 answers we received, the median cost per m2
GFA without VAT would be between 500 and 1000 €/m2
GFA. The lowest cost would be in Poland, the highest
in Norway. This is probably due to the big difference in
labour costs during production and on-site construction.
6. Main motivators for Modular Renovation
If they had answered positive to our questions on their
experience with modular retrofit of school building(s), we
asked what according to them would be the (max. three)
main motivations for using this renovation procedure:
• Speed of execution and less disrupting the learning
process
• Extreme fastness of the procedure
• Efficiency of the procedure
• Minimizes errors and omissions
• Conflict prediction makes costly solutions on-site
unnecessary
• Will cost less than building a new facility
• Energy rehabilitation is mandatory
• Work can be done off-site and better scheduled for
implementation
• High and better controllable quality of the product
• Production in safe conditions without interference of
the weather
• Ecological building technology
• System based on wood, perfect primary energy chain,
sustainable system
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• Possible solutions to aesthetic details, precision of the
procedure
• Improving the energy efficiency of buildings
• Achieving nearly zero energy performance of buildings
at relatively low cost
• Should in our region be combined with seismic rehabilitation
7. Would company consider using modular renovation?
If you have not used modular retrofit as shown in the video,
would you consider using this method of renovation?

Yes

16

No

5

I do not know

79

Table 34 - Industry If you have not used modular renovation,
would you consider it? In % N =56

Almost 80 % of the 56 companies, who did not use modular renovation prior to this project, would consider using
modular renovation in the future. Only 5 % would decide
not to do so. 16 % could not decide. Clearly the representatives of the industry in our survey are in favour of this
type of renovations for school buildings.
8. Main obstacles and main triggers for considering
modular renovation
If chosen “No” or “I do not know”, what are the main obstacles for adopting modular retrofit for school buildings?
• The lack of experienced companies performing such
installations
• Unclear final cost of the procedure
• The consent of the owners, certainly depends on the
price
• Takes over the role of the architect and planner
• Will all depend on the height and form of the building
• Clients are insisting on the traditional system of construction
• Lack of tradition of this type of upgrade: prejudices
about the quality of construction
• The quality of a timber construction
• The costs of maintaining the wooden façades
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• Technological problem: complete replacement of the
façade does not seem to be possible in a big plate
technology
• Cheaper and simpler method with insulation of existing facade
If chosen “Yes”, what are the main motivations for considering this renovation procedure?
• Time, time, time: short on site procedure, certainly
very important for schools
• Renovation during school holidays
• Modularity and repeatability of the construction
• Very effective way to deep thermo modernization
• Affordability
• Economic efficiency obtaining large savings for the
owner
• Only a small number of operators
• Assuring healthy living conditions in the building
• High quality of the product better guaranteed in factory production than on site
• High possibility for PPP
• Significant increase in energy efficiency
• Nice and aesthetic appearance
• Easy “DRY” procedure
• In addition to energy also partial functional renovation
• Innovative and flexible
• Integration of technological solutions for HVAC in
building elements
• The use of wooden elements: lightweight wooden
structure
• Trouble-free condensed construction
• Ecology, environmental sustainability
• Structural engineering
• Tightness of the building envelope
• If well planned no need for mechanical ventilation
• Indirect benefit: maximizing interior space (thanks to
integrated HVAC & cable ducts)
• Prefabrication: accuracy of performance, better control than on a building site
• Fewer errors = lower risk
• Less weather dependent than traditional renovation
• Optimization of regional value chains
• Applicability to various types of buildings
9. Acceptable R.O.I. in months for investing in modular
renovation techniques
If they would consider investing in modular renovation of
(school) buildings in their company as a product for the
regional market, what payback time in months would
they consider reasonable for this investment?

11. Star rating
We asked the companies to give minimum 1 and maximum 5
stars to the different aspects of modular renovation as shown
the video. The more they liked it, the more stars you give.

35
30
25
20

80

15

78
76

10

74

5
0

72

<6

6 - 12

13 - 24

25 - 36

> 36

70
68

Table 35 - Industry ROI in months accepted for investment in
modular renovation in % N=58

66
64

R.O.I. between 6 and 36 months would be accepted. We
did not have enough data to distinguish between the different types of companies. We might expect a difference
in expected R.O.I. between an architect and a contractor.

Difference between the energy use with the old buildings
Use of photovoltaics and ground heat pump
Integration of ventilation and heating in the facades
Short on site renovation during the school holidays

10. Interest of companies in support to invest in modular
renovation
Would the company be interested to investigate in starting
such type of retrofit, if detailed information would be made
80
available through e.g. Renew-School website or seminars?

Passive house quality of the renovated buildings
Precision of the measurements of the old building
Different look between the old and the renovated buildings

70

Use of timber facade modules

60

Table 37 - Industry star rating of aspects of modular renovation
in % N=127

50
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0

Certainly
Yes
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Yes

Maybe
Not

Certainly
Not

I do not
know

Also for the respondents from industry, the short onsite construction period during school summer holidays
and the difference between energy use of the renovated
buildings as compared to their original state, are the main
attractions of the “Renew School Renovation method”.

Interested in investing in Renew School Method
Personal support

12. Previous knowledge of modular renovation

Fact sheets
Seminar(s)
Web Site
Table 36 - Industry interested in investing in RS modular
renovation in % N=56

A very convincing result: 85 % of the answering companies are interested in investing in a “Renew School Method” of prefabricated modular renovation. Almost all are
interested in the RS website but also more than 80 % in
fact sheets and seminars. Personal support is less sought
after but still would interest more than 60%.
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NoNo
YesYes

80
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Table 38 - Industry- knowledge of modular renovation prior to
the video? In % N=129
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On average respondents from industry did know about
this type of modular prefabricated renovation before
watching the video but the differences are big. This is
probably also caused by differences in types of companies.
With the available data we could not make this distinction.

3.6
In-depth interviews
The in-depth interviews in Poland, Sweden and Belgium
with users, owners and industry / investors supported the
outcome of the survey.
By far the main attraction was again the fast on-site renovation time during school holidays.
Users were attracted by the new modern appearance of
the renovated buildings and the fact that they did not
have to change schools during the renovation.
Main barriers for the owners were the uncertainty about
the overall cost of the procedure, if this type of renovation
would be subventioned by the government, the lack of
experience with these modular renovations in their region
and uncertainty about fire regulations and insurance.
There were also worries about condensation and possible
microbiological issues with integrated ducts.
For owners of school buildings energy savings is not the
first reason to start a renovation procedure. Their aim is
mostly renovation of schools in very bad constructional
conditions (HVAC, roofs, windows), of schools where the
functionality is wrong and of those schools where the cost
of maintenance becomes too high.
An important point of concern is what to do with pupils
and school teams IF the renovation of the building is not
ready by the end of the summer holidays.
The companies in countries where wooden housing is not
a tradition have to fight a big resistance against wooden
constructions.
If they want to be successful in competing with traditional
renovations they have to have very interesting arguments
for selling.
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Fast on-site work during the school holidays is certainly
a big plus but only if the price is lower than a traditional
renovation. This would almost always be the case if for
the traditional renovation the school building has to be
closed for at least one school year and the pupils and
school team have to be moved (twice) to and from temporary housing. This extra cost is certainly much higher if
the temporary housing has to be rented.
Problem is that in public procurement proceedings, when
comparing prices of the companies competing for a renovation, the additional cost of moving pupils and school
teams for at least one school year to another building is
never (or hardly ever) taken into account.
This however is by far the largest immediate saving the
prefabricated modular renovation system can offer. This
aspect should be included in official regulations for public
tendering for renovation of (school) building shells.
Also when considering demolition and new build, modular renovation as an alternative should be considered.
Without the costs for moving and temporary housing
and by avoiding demolition costs (sometimes very high
if asbestos has to be removed), prefabricated modular
renovation of the building shell would almost certainly be
much cheaper.
Another problem for public tendering: in many cases bylaws do not allow outsourcing of public buildings. And if a
PPP were formed, using outsourcing of the public building
to renovate it with an energy efficiency contract summed
until the end of the contract, this would increase the public debt. Which is in many cases also not allowed.
Investors agreed that there is a lot of money available
out of private funding for investments in public buildings.
However, the mechanisms have to be such that risks are
not only put on the private partners. Systemic and political risks are not acceptable for private funds.
Main problem here is the lack of a clear long term
political vision and how the risks would be spread over
the national government (for national risks), the local
government for the local risks, the owner / users for their
control over the use of the building and installations and
finally the private investor.

4
Strengths - Weaknesses
Opportunities - Threats
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In this chapter we have tried to condense our findings about possible triggers and barriers for market uptake of modular
renovations for school buildings into four S.W.O.T. overviews.
One out of the perception of each of the four stakeholder groups: Users, Managers, Owners and Industry.

4.1
SWOT from the perception of the users
Strengths
• I do not have to change school
• I would love to be in that building instead of this old one
• At last the windows can be opened!
• Better air = better learning
Weaknesses
• The users do not choose, it is the municipality that chooses!
• Where I work, nobody knows this system.
• Our school is a monument…
Opportunities
• Less money for heating = more money for teaching
• Pupils will want to choose our modern school
• A “new” school during the holidays!
Threats
• There is just NO money for schools
• Our building is curved so …
• The municipality will want to cut a ribbon of a new school instead of a renovated one
• It will need external sunscreens

4.2
SWOT from the perception of management
Strengths
• No need for moving the school team and pupils
• Huge difference in energy consumption
• Better insulation with controlled air and heating supply
• Better control of maintenance costs
Weaknesses
• Different requirements and climate differences within EU
• Durability: life span of wooden modules?
• More costly maintenance of façades
Opportunities
• Mechanical ventilation with automated interaction with users
• Link to district heating, energy wells, …
• A renovated building will motivate teachers and pupils for energy saving
Threats
• Retrofit of the façade does not change the concept of the building for modern education
• How to reach the inside of the ducts for cleaning?
• Fine dust will block the ventilation
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4.3
SWOT from the perception of owners
Strengths
• Speed of the on site renovation
• No costly move of pupils to temporary buildings
• Better control on costs of intervention and life-long cost
• Huge energy savings
Weaknesses
• Unclear what real cost is because we have not enough examples
• Difficult to compare with traditional renovation
• Not possible with many of our historic school buildings
• Who wants to be a guinea pig?
Opportunities
• Because of standardized construction lower cost for several similar buildings
• Modern ventilation and heating = more cost-effective & less absentees
• Fast realization: can be done within our budgeting period and before the next elections
Threats
• Public procurement in a market dominated by traditional construction companies
• Fire regulations
• Will this get subvention?
• What if the deadline cannot be made? Where do my pupils go?

4.4
SWOT from the perception of industry
Strengths
• Fast during summer holidays
• Simplicity of the method
• No time and money losses thanks to construction off-site in weather-protected environment
• Perfect primary energy chain
• Regional added value
Weaknesses
• What about the renovation of the inside?
• Risk of not keeping the deadline
• Maybe not always nicest aesthetic appearance
• Unclear about real cost – profit outcome (not enough experience)
Opportunities
• Wooden construction = sustainable & ecologic
• Standardized production: cheaper and less possibility of costly mistakes
• Possibility to provide seismic safety
• PPP possible
Threats
• Where to find quality contractors for the modules?
• Too small number of operators on the regional market
• Can be more complex than shown
• The market is unknown
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5
First recommendations
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Finally we present some recommendations that might be
interesting for owners and investors on the market-pull
side and some for the industry if they would want to push
this market forward.

5.1
To owners and investors
• When investing in a deep renovation of your school
buildings, consider prefabricated modular renovation:
you will not have to move school teams to temporary
housing and you will save immediately on moving
costs and in the long term on heating and maintenance.
• To attract pupils and students: invest in modular renovation during school holidays for energy savings, good
indoor air quality and modern looking school buildings… all possible within one and the same election or
budgeting period
• Stay ahead in the “education market”: which parent
or student will choose an “old” school if a modern
looking one is also available?
• Stay ahead of the regional, national and European
rules on energy consumption and ecological footprint.
• Capital for investment in public property and energy
savings is cheap at the moment.
• Esco’s and building companies are looking for opportunities for Public Private Partnerships
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5.2
To the industry
• Emphasize the short renovation on site during school
holidays. It is percepted by owners as well as users
as the prime advantage of modular renovation for
schools
• Create a reliable cost / profit model to compete in the
regional market with existing traditional renovation
methods & constructors
• Include in your business model the savings for the
owner by not having to move pupils nor rent temporary housing
• Keep amortization of the investment under 20 years
• Invest in reliable regional information for investors on
how a modular renovation method can comply with
standing regulations (fire, indoor air quality, seismic
dangers…)
• Find ways to ensure life long quality while significantly
lowering cost under the level of traditional renovation
• Create a regional standardized model for public procurement and a permanent link with regional investors and research institutes
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